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Humans care about having a positive reputation, which may prompt them to
help in scenarios where the return benefits are not obvious. Various gametheoretical models support the hypothesis that concern for reputation may
stabilize cooperation beyond kin, pairs or small groups. However, such
models are not explicit about the underlying psychological mechanisms
that support reputation-based cooperation. These models therefore cannot
account for the apparent rarity of reputation-based cooperation in other
species. Here, we identify the cognitive mechanisms that may support reputation-based cooperation in the absence of language. We argue that a large
working memory enhances the ability to delay gratification, to understand
others’ mental states (which allows for perspective-taking and attribution of
intentions) and to create and follow norms, which are key building blocks
for increasingly complex reputation-based cooperation. We review the existing evidence for the appearance of these processes during human ontogeny
as well as their presence in non-human apes and other vertebrates. Based
on this review, we predict that most non-human species are cognitively
constrained to show only simple forms of reputation-based cooperation.
This article is part of the theme issue ‘The language of cooperation:
reputation and honest signalling’.

1. Introduction
Concern for reputation is a key psychological mechanism for explaining the high
levels of cooperation observed in humans. Obtaining a good reputation could lead
to downstream benefits via one of two routes: individuals might be more likely to
be chosen as a partner (reputation-based partner choice, [1]) or they might be more
likely to be rewarded [2] by other individuals (‘indirect reciprocity’, [3,4]; see [2] for
a detailed discussion and comparison). Despite the intensive focus on how
cooperation can be theoretically promoted by concern for reputation, these theoretical models have tended to ‘black-box’ the psychology that underpins decision
rules. In this review, we aim to highlight the psychological and cognitive mechanisms that might support reputation-based cooperation in humans. We begin by
discussing the ontogeny of reputation-based cooperation in humans, and the cognitive mechanisms that probably underpin the ability to evaluate and manage
reputation. We argue that the requirement for these mechanisms might largely
preclude the emergence of reputation-based cooperation in other species. We
© 2021 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved.

Reputation-based cooperation relies on two distinct capacities:
individuals must be able to evaluate the reputations of others
as well as be able to strategically manage their own reputation.
The cognition underpinning these two facets of reputationbased cooperation is likely to differ (figure 1). Some evidence
suggests that children begin to evaluate others on the basis of
their prosociality from a very young age (reviewed in [5] but
see [6] for failed replication efforts). Evidence also exists in
non-human apes and other primates to suggest that individuals are able to evaluate and choose interaction partners on
the basis of observed prosociality ([7–10], but see [11]).
In addition to evaluating others, humans also strategically
manage their reputation by behaving more cooperatively
when there is a possibility that other individuals will learn
about their actions (see meta-analysis by Bradley et al. [12]).
Observability increases cooperation in many domains, including tax compliance [13]; voter turnout [14]; energy
conservation [15]; environmentalism [16]; blood donation [17]
and more. Most researchers interpret this increased cooperation
as being caused by people’s concern for reputation.
However, unlike the ability to evaluate others’ reputation,
this tendency to strategically manage one’s own reputation is
not present at all stages of life and instead appears to emerge
during development. Although young children (under 2 years
old) are known to behave prosocially [18–20], such behaviour
appears to stem from an intrinsic motivation to satisfy a partner’s needs rather from attempts to strategically manage
reputation. Children begin to show a concern for reputation
from the age of around five, for example, by refraining from
stealing from others if they are observed, or making more generous or fairer donations to recipients when their generosity
will be revealed to others [21–23]. Other work has shown
that a concern with appearing to be prosocial or fair-minded
increases over childhood [24], and that children become
especially concerned with self-presentation between the ages
of 8 and 11 years [25]. At this age, children are increasingly
able to inhibit behaviours that might result in social sanctions
[26,27] and attempt to present themselves in a positive light
to others. At the same time, children become increasingly
sceptical about the intentions of others, particularly when it
comes to judging prosocial reputations [28]. Thus, it takes
most of childhood for humans to hone their ability to understand how one’s actions affect our reputations and to behave
strategically so as to curate a positive reputation.
Unlike humans, there is scant evidence that non-human
primates attempt to strategically manage their reputation.
One recent study found that capuchin monkeys were insensitive to the presence of an observer when deciding whether to
share food [29], suggesting that capuchins do not attempt
to strategically manage their reputation in this way. Studies
in chimpanzees have also yielded null results. For instance,
although chimpanzees increase effort in a resource acquisition
task when watched by a potential competitor, they do not
increase effort when watched by a potential cooperation

3. Cognitive mechanisms supporting reputationbased cooperation
(a) Working memory
Following Fuster [33], we define working memory as a mechanism of temporal integration. Crucially, working memory is
not synonymous with short-term memory but rather emphasizes both the reactivation of long-term stored information
and the integration of new inputs, both of which are likely to
be involved in dynamically evaluating and managing reputation. Working memory can be metaphorically likened to a
workstation, a place where information is temporarily held
and manipulated. Working memory is engaged whenever
sophisticated socio-cognitive calculations are needed, such as
appreciating that our own perspectives, beliefs and intentions
can differ from those of other individuals, and understanding
that an individual’s intentions might not be accurately
represented by his actions.
The ability to successfully manage one’s own reputation
might often require individuals to monitor how they appear
to others. Such monitoring requires the ability to entertain multiple perspectives simultaneously, which makes burdensome
demands on working memory [34]. Successfully managing
one’s own reputation might also involve mental time travel,
which allows individuals to imagine how events might
unfold in the future. This ability is also likely to involve working memory [35]. Working memory is also likely to be involved
in evaluating the reputations of others, for example, by tracking
cooperative behaviours [36] and recalling what happened, with
whom and when (episodic memory). The complexity of such
tasks can be increased further when individuals compare
observed behaviours against normative standards, or against
behaviours adopted by other individuals. The all-round use
of working memory poses some intriguing questions for
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2. Reputation-based cooperation in humans and
other primates

partner [30]. In the same task, 4- to 5-year-old children
increased their efforts both in the presence of a competitive
observer and in the presence of a potential future cooperation
partner [30]. Similarly, although 5-year-old children share
more and steal less when observed by a peer, chimpanzees
are not sensitive to the presence of an observer in the same
paradigm [31], see also [22,32].
The findings above suggest that (i) cognitive strategies
needed for reputation-based cooperation differ depending on
whether we consider evaluation of partners versus managing
one’s own reputation, and (ii) that managing one’s own
reputation is likely to depend upon more sophisticated sociocognitive mechanisms. In what follows, we present four
socio-cognitive candidates that may frequently be involved in
reputation-based cooperation. Most fundamentally, we propose
that an extensive working memory is key to developing the
sophisticated forms of reputation management seen in
humans. Three additional socio-cognitive abilities derive from
working memory that are likely to be involved in reputationbased cooperation. These abilities are: (i) delaying gratification,
(ii) understanding others’ mental states, and (iii) following
and enforcing social norms. We show how these building
blocks recruit working memory and how they may impinge
upon reputation-based cooperation—as well as distinguishing
between the cognition needed for evaluating others’ reputations
and managing one’s own reputation, respectively (figure 1).
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end by presenting a few examples where reputation-based
cooperation in non-human species appears to exist, illustrating
how reputation-based cooperation might sometimes be
achieved by simpler cognitive means.

evaluating others’
reputation

managing own
reputation

perspectivetaking

normative
evaluation

attributing
intentions

(long-term
memory)

Figure 1. Depiction of how our four socio-cognitive mechanisms are recruited
for the managing of one’s own reputation as opposed to evaluating thirdparty reputations. No connecting lines indicate there is no need for the
socio-cognitive mechanism in question to be recruited. Arrow continuity
expresses the activation of the mechanism is heavily involved in reputation
management and/or evaluation. Dotted lines indicate minor involvement.
For instance, perspective-taking is key to managing one’s own reputation,
as we need to see how our acts will appear to a putative observer, yet
perspective-taking matters less for evaluating third-party reputations. The
opposite is true for attributing intentions. Delay of gratification might be
involved in managing one’s own reputation as it allows one to resist current
temptations to exploit an interaction partner in order to obtain higher future
pay-offs associated with curating a good reputation. We expect delay of gratification to be less important for evaluating third-party reputations.
Normative understanding is involved in both managing of one’s own reputation and evaluating third-party reputations. Working memory is placed
in a different level because it enhances the other psychological processes
and greatly boosts their efficiency. While working memory is highly involved
in delaying gratification, adopting the other’s perspective and attributing
intentions, its involvement in moral evaluation is lower as norms are
stored in long-term memory. (Online version in colour.)

developmental and evolutionary psychology: at what age does
children’s working memory become capable of maintaining
reputation-based cooperative systems? Do great apes have
working memory complex enough to sustain reputationbased cooperative systems? By what processes might these
abilities have evolved in humans?
Working memory increases linearly between the ages of
approximately 7 months and 14 years [37–39]. Meta-analytic
evidence [39] suggests that 6-year-olds have a working
memory size of three (compared to seven in adults: [40]).
Three is the minimum working memory size required to command relative clauses in sentences, which are complex
recursive structures like those used to tracking other people’s
perspectives (e.g. John thinks that Mary knows he is supportive). Given that many reputational acts require such
recursion (e.g. John knows that if he does not help Mary
now, she will not trust him to reciprocate), it is reasonable
to regard three as the minimum working memory size
required for constructing complex reputation-based cooperative systems. The extent of working memory involvement in
evaluation of others’ reputations is likely to vary: evaluations
that do not involve recursion (e.g. helping that signals physical ability) may need less working memory than those which
do (e.g. helping that signals future intent to cooperate).
Studies directly measuring working memory in great
apes are few and have yielded mixed results. Some studies
suggest that the working memory capacity of non-human
apes is likely to be limited. For instance, in a simplified version of the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test, that involves
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sorting cards along three dimensions (shape, colour,
number), chimpanzees struggled to form a classificatory criterion or to change it flexibly to match the reinforcement
contingencies [41]. Similarly, in a memory task where individuals had to turn over cards one at a time and find
matching pairs, chimpanzees made four times more mistakes
than humans when tasked with three pairs, which would
involve holding three cards in working memory [42]. Nevertheless, other studies have reported remarkable performance
in serial ordering tasks administered to chimpanzees, that
involved memorizing up to five digits flashed on a screen
in ascending order [43], or presenting up to six closed
boxes on a platform and having a subject chimpanzee
encode and remember those boxes already emptied of food
in previous trials to avoid re-opening them again [44].
An alternative approach to assessing working memory
capacity involves measuring the extent to which individuals
are able to hierarchically classify objects [45–47]. The Langer
protocol investigates spontaneous grouping of objects and
allows performance to be rated as a function of complexity,
ranging from the first-order classifications, where only a single
group of objects matching in shape and/or colour is formed
(e.g. is set apart from the other objects), to classifications in
which more than one group is formed contemporaneously
(e.g. rings are grouped together and kept apart from the
cubes). Second- (and higher) order classifications are assigned
to groups of objects that are perceptually different, yet share
the same classificatory criteria. Second- (and higher) order
classification impose higher working memory demands on
the classificatory rule as well as on the elements to be sorted,
as their differing features need to be compared simultaneously
and flexibly [45–47]. Chimpanzees attain second-order combinativity around age 5 [48,49] when still they rarely compose
more than two sets at a time [47, p. 225]. By contrast, toddlers
begin developing three-category classifications around age 3.
Three-category classification allows children to hierarchize—
such as two subordinate classes within one superordinate
class—whereas two-category classification does not [47]. This
hierarchization indicates that children develop recursive structures that might help them track other people’s perspectives
and construct social reputation-based cooperative systems.
Other approaches have inferred working memory size
based on the increasing complexity of manufactured stone
tools in the fossil record. Making and using simple stone
flakes is reported from Late Pliocene Africa 3.4 Ma, where
bipedal Australopithecine existed from before 4 Ma. Australopithecines gave rise to the genus Homo, perhaps as early as
2.8 Ma, with which they coexisted until after 2 Ma. By 2.5 Ma,
there are several Palaeolithic assemblages of sharp conchoidal
(i.e. shell-shaped) flakes struck by manual percussion
with hard hammer-stones. Conchoidal fracturing requires simultaneously focusing on the core stone, the hammer stone and
the percussion angle, which implies a larger working memory
than that required for simple flakes [50]. Homo predominated
by 1.76 Ma, and co-occur in the African archaeological record
with flattish stone handaxes. These handaxes often resembled
a large almond and were formed by manual percussion with
a hard hammer stone that removed small conchoidal flakes in
a regular manner (e.g. bifacial stone-tool fashioning), from
two surfaces of the handaxe to be. By 0.4–0.3 Ma, handaxes
had three-dimensional symmetry, which required their
makers to simultaneously remember different perspectives of
the core being worked on. To achieve ideal symmetry involves
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Any form of costly cooperation based on investments requires
the ability to resist the temptation to obtain immediate benefits
(e.g. by cheating) in order to pursue a larger benefit in the
future. In some cases, this problem may be solved by psychological mechanisms which render cooperative behaviour
immediately subjectively rewarding (a phenomenon known
as warm glow, [54]). In other cases, individuals may have to
effortfully resist an immediately higher-paying option: they
must be able to delay gratification.
Although people are systematically present-biased, the
human ability to think long term is extraordinary in nature
[55,56]. Human consciousness can produce mental simulations of possible futures, allowing decisions to be based
on anticipated outcomes [57]. Indeed, a large part of
humans’ mental processes seems to be prospective [58],
focusing on what ought to be done in the here and now in
order to produce positive results in the future [59].
Investing in a prosocial reputation might sometimes
require the ability to delay gratification, because the rewards
for cooperation come from future ( potentially unknown) partners instead of one’s current partner and are therefore
inherently more likely to be delayed and less certain to materialize. Several lines of evidence link the ability to delay
gratification with cooperative tendency in humans. Focusing
on the future makes participants more generous [60], and
spurs their willingness to incur personal costs to prevent
damaging reputational information from spreading [61].
Children’s ability to delay gratification is positively related
to their tendency to share, indicating that the ability to
delay gratification might be a prerequisite for children’s sharing and cooperation [62]. Similar patterns have been observed
in adults [63,64]; though see [16,65], as well as in blue jays
who are prevented from consuming rewards immediately
[66]. Children are also better at delaying gratification in cooperative tasks than solo tasks [67]. A direct link between delay
of gratification and reputational management has been
suggested in 3- and 4-year-old children [68], although other
work has shown that people are unable to anticipate the

(c) Theory of mind
Theory of mind is a multifaceted concept that refers to the ability to attribute mental states to oneself and to third parties and
encompasses different abilities, which vary in computational
complexity. For example, taking another individual’s visual
perspective is simpler than attributing intentions, which is
in turn simpler than attributing knowledge, which is again
simpler than understanding complex perspectives (level 2
perspective-taking) or attributing beliefs. These latter two
examples of theory of mind are extremely taxing in terms of
computational demands, because they involve entertaining
simultaneously alternative, often contradictory, representations
of reality (for a more detailed explanation, see [34]).
Here, we introduce two theory of mind abilities that
are likely to be involved in reputation management and evaluating the reputation of others: perspective-taking and
attribution of intentions. Reputation-based cooperation may
be more stable against erosion if bystanders or other third
parties can correctly attribute intentions and beliefs to
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(b) Delay of gratification

delayed indirect benefits from their own cooperative investments [69]. To the extent that delay of gratification is
involved in reputation-based cooperation, we expect it to be
more important in reputation management than in evaluating
the reputations of others (figure 1).
In humans, the ability to delay gratification is measured
using paradigms such as the ‘marshmallow test’ [70], which
measures the willingness to forego a smaller, immediate
reward when a larger, delayed reward is promised. Performance on such tasks is variable—and the strategies children
use to resist temptation suggest the importance of two different cognitive systems (‘automatic’ versus ‘top-down’) that
affect self-control [71,72]. By the age of 6, children become
aware that putting the rewards out of sight during the delay
interval helps them to withhold and wait longer [73]. By the
age of 12, children realize that not only seeing the food influences their performance, but also the way they talk about
it—demonstrating the role of metacognition on performance
in such settings. Qualitatively similar results have been
observed in chimpanzees. In experimental settings, chimpanzees can delay gratification for up to 10 min [74], and seem to
use similar strategies to human children to increase performance on these tasks. For example, chimpanzees engage in
more play when higher self-restraint is needed in order to
gain bigger rewards—suggesting that they are intentionally
deploying strategies to increase their performance [75].
The delay-of-gratification test has by now been used on a
variety of vertebrate species [76–78] with varying results.
Dogs (with their owners) as well as some fishes and largebrained monkeys (macaques and capuchins) are all able to
wait for extended periods to obtain larger rewards; cuttlefish
have also been reported to wait up to 2 min [79]. By contrast,
small monkeys, rats and various birds ( pigeons, corvids, parrots) perform poorly in such tasks. Nevertheless, apart from
dogs and chimpanzees, individuals of high performing
species typically only wait 30–60 s for a larger amount or a
preferred food, which offers a stark contrast with the circa
30 min reported in human children [71] in similar tasks—
and the potential to delay gratification for much longer
periods in adulthood. This reduced delay of gratification in
other species may limit their ability to perform reputationbased cooperation.

royalsocietypublishing.org/journal/rstb

advanced foresight and the ability to represent mentally the
intended final product to exert ongoing corrections on the
working substrate. Based on the increasing complexity of
stone tools, and the working memory required to make them,
a reasonable conjecture is that early Homo had a working
memory greater than that of Australopithecines, which was
in turn similar, if not greater, than that of chimpanzees. Taken
together, these various lines of evidence suggest that working
memory capacity is likely to be higher in humans than in
non-human apes (and specifically chimpanzees).
Although working memory capacity has been relatively
understudied in other animals [51], there is some suggestive
evidence for correlates of advanced working memory in some
species. For example, scrub jays display evidence of episodiclike memory, being able to remember ‘what’, ‘when’ and
‘where’ during food caching events [52], as well as flexibly altering their own caching strategies to avoid being parasitized by
others [53]. This example might provide the most compelling
evidence for sophisticated working memory in non- primates.
As such, if they would benefit from being able to choose partners for cooperative interactions, then they are a good species
to test for reputation-based cooperative systems.

Perspective-taking can be broadly described as the ability to
adopt the perspective of others (e.g. visual, informational,
emotional). At around 2 years of age, children are able to
differentiate what people can or cannot see [85]. However,
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(i) Perspective-taking

it is usually not until 3–4 years of age that children understand that the same item can look different from different
perspectives [86]. This ability (level 2 perspective-taking)
requires effortful control to suppress the child’s own visual
perception, and is often viewed as the precursor to fullblown theory of mind, in which the individual gains the
ability to understand others’ knowledge and beliefs.
Perspective-taking is likely to be involved in both reputation management and the evaluation of others’ reputations.
Reputation management involves not only behaving in a certain way, but also the ability to shift perspectives to represent
how complying or failing to act in this manner will be perceived by others (figure 1). Thus, taking others’ perspectives
can make an organism much more effective at reputation management. Similarly, perspective-taking makes an organism
better at detecting cheaters: organisms may dishonestly present
themselves as cooperative, and it requires cognitive effort for
observers to distinguish between genuine versus deceptive
cooperators. For example, one individual might normally be
a ‘cheater’, but might temporarily act cooperatively when
(s)he sees someone (s)he wants to deceive or impress (e.g. a
potential mate). Detecting dishonesty involves being able to
entertain simultaneously differing views of reality, an ability
that can be equated in terms of computational complexity to
attributing complex (level 2) visual perspective. Hence, even
if perspective-taking is not strictly required to evaluate
other’s reputation, managing level 2 visual perspective-taking
indicates that organisms have the cognitive potential to entertain simultaneously differing/contrasting views of reality
(mine versus yours), and hence the ability of representing
simultaneously overt and hidden intentions in other’s actions.
Visual perspective-taking covers a wide spectrum of abilities, from knowing what others can or cannot see (‘level 1’)
to understanding that others see something differently as a
function of their relative position (level 2) [87,88] and is therefore a good proxy of other mentalizing skills. Level 1
perspective-taking has been extensively investigated in chimpanzees with initially diverging results [89,90]. Karg et al. [91]
used a variation of the experience projection paradigm [92]
where chimpanzees were trained with different pairs of goggles that affected what they could see. When wearing one
colour, the apes could see through the goggles but when wearing the other colour, they could not see anything. It could be
inferred that chimpanzees are able to shift perspectives if
their own experience with the goggles (i.e. seeing versus not
seeing) affected their response to human experimenters
wearing the goggles. However, in this study, chimpanzees’
gaze-following was not influenced by their own previous
experience with the googles [91]. Subsequent results indicated
that chimpanzees may be able to shift perspectives in a competitive context yet correct visual perspective attribution only
approached a modest 60% ([91]; but see [93] for more positive
findings). Demonstrating level 2 visual perspective-taking in
chimpanzees still proves elusive [94].
Outside apes, the basic forms of perspective-taking have
currently only been found in large-brained species. For
example, rhesus monkeys steal more often from a human
competitor whose face is hidden by an opaque barrier than
a competitor whose body alone is hidden [95]. Capuchin
monkeys can also strategically conceal visual information
[95], while macaques have been reported to know what
others can or cannot hear [96]. Ravens provide the best evidence for perspective-taking in birds, being able to follow
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actors, and if actors can represent how they and their actions
are perceived in the eyes of others. For example, an individual may fail to cooperate either because (s)he does not
realize that a recipient needs help, or because (s)he currently
lacks the resources to help. In other words, individuals with a
willingness to help may sometimes behave uncooperatively.
If bystanders can correctly identify uncooperative behaviour
as a mistake or temporary inability, they can continue a cooperative relationship with those who did not intend to defect.
Therefore, the reputation system becomes less prone to errors
undermining cooperation.
Errors are particularly problematic in indirect reciprocity
models of cooperation. Indirect reciprocity is only stable if
agents distinguish between justified defections and unjustified
defections (i.e. defecting on defectors versus defecting on cooperators; ‘Kandori’ or ‘standing’ strategies [3,4]. However, such
systems are undermined by errors because they can cause
two individuals to perceive the same situation differently.
Under the Kandori strategy, an actor’s reputation improves
if (s)he either helps a partner in good standing or refuses to
help a partner in bad standing. Conversely, an actor’s reputation decreases if (s)he fails to help someone in good
standing or helps someone in bad standing. Thus, if actors
and bystanders evaluate a potential recipient’s reputation differently, bystanders will alter the actor’s reputation score in
the opposite direction as the actor (or others) would have
expected. Under the Kandori strategy, low frequencies of any
type of error may therefore erode cooperation [80]. Perspective-taking (and more broadly theory of mind) are crucial to
overcome the limitations of Kandori, as players may acknowledge the possibility of missing information leading to the
‘wrong’ behaviour or the ‘wrong’ interpretation.
By contrast, reputation-based partner choice can function
with or without theory of mind. In reputation-based partner
choice, actors help others to signal their ability and/or willingness to help [81,82]. Theory of mind is not necessary to signal
one’s abilities or to interpret such signals: when people see a
good hunter share his kill, they can infer that (s)he is physically
skilled enough to catch it (e.g. [83]) without knowing anything
of his or her mental state. Hunters need not know anything
about the audience’s mental state either—they can learn that
certain behaviours are rewarded (e.g. being chosen as a partner) via reinforcement learning. However, theory of mind can
greatly aid reputation-based partner choice because it allows
for more complex or targeted signals. For example, theory of
mind allows audiences to infer a helper’s intentions in order
to predict future cooperation and thus allows individuals to
signal not just their ability but their willingness to help. Therefore, although simple forms of reputation-based partner choice
might be achieved without the advanced socio-cognitive mechanisms we discuss in this paper, we note that reputation-based
partner choice can later evolve to become cognitively quite
complex, particularly when helpful individuals have an incentive to misrepresent their type to others and when receivers
take hidden intentions of partners into consideration when
evaluating prosocial acts (see [84] for a detailed discussion).

Having a good or bad reputation is not simply the consequence
of performing good or bad deeds; the intention behind
observed actions matters (although the tendency to take intentions into consideration when forming moral judgements
varies across cultures, [100]). Notwithstanding this crosscultural variability, attributing intentionality is another skill
that is key to evaluating third-party reputations (figure 1).
As early as 14 months, infants selectively copy actions
performed intentionally, as opposed to those that seem
fortuitous [101]. Similarly, Gergely et al. [102] showed that
14-month-old children imitate unusual actions (e.g. turning
on a light with one’s forehead) more often if those actions
were voluntary than if the actions were necessary (e.g. the
model’s hands were full, thus necessitating use of their forehead). Nine to 18-month-old toddlers show more patience
towards adults who try but fail to hand them a toy than
towards teasing adults (i.e. seem unwilling) [103]. Similarly,
21-month-old children are more willing to help other children
who had attempted but failed to hand them a toy in previous
interactions, than to those who previously refused to offer the
toy [104]. Therefore, it appears children at a very early age
can differentiate outcomes from intentions when judging
others’ behaviour.
Other animals also appear capable of attributing intentions.
In one study [105], chimpanzees and orangutans preferentially
selected boxes that were deliberately marked as containing
rewards, more so than boxes that were accidentally marked
by the experimenter. Similar attempts at gauging intention attribution in other non-human primates have met with mixed
results: positive in cotton-top tamarins and rhesus macaques
[106]; negative in chimpanzees [107], Tonkean macaques and
tufted capuchin monkeys [108]. Call et al. [109] showed that
chimpanzees leave a testing area sooner when confronted
with an experimenter who was unwilling to give them food
(e.g. a teasing human who took away the food) as opposed to
one who was unable to do so. This paradigm has yielded similar
results in capuchins and Tonkean macaques [110,111]. Some
non-primates also seem able to consider both the intentions
and the outcomes of performed actions: grey parrots [112] and
even horses [113] behave differently when confronted with an
unwilling versus an unable experimenter offering food rewards.
Some intentions are simple and clear, or are even broadcasted, whereas other intentions are hidden—organisms
may deliberately hide their intentions in order to trick
others. Whereas non-humans may be capable of attributing
simple intentions, we think that the ability to represent
hidden intentions might be restricted to humans because it
might require a full-blown theory of mind, a powerful working memory for simultaneously representing multiple
realities or perspectives [34], and possibly even the existence
of language for representing knowledge propositionally.

The use of norms is a potential key complement to the socio-cognitive abilities discussed in the previous section. Normative/
moral understanding is likely to be involved in managing own
reputation and in evaluating others’ reputations (figure 1). To
have a good reputation, individuals must comply with some
norms or moral standards and check that their behaviour
aligns with those norms. The same goes for judging others’ reputations, as individuals must contrast a potential partner’s
behaviour with the very same normative/moral standards.
If humans did not possess an awareness of what the ‘right’ behaviour is, it would become harder to choose partners based
on whether they do the ‘right’ thing. In indirect reciprocity
models, the strong standing strategy makes a clear distinction
between what is right and what is wrong, based on the standing
of the recipient [3,4]. This can only work if all players converge
on a specific norm that defines who is worthy of help, and who is
unworthy of help. Thus, indirect reciprocity systems require a
species to be able to use norms. By contrast, reputation-based
partner choice can function without norms (e.g. if third parties
only assess the actor’s ability to help). That being said,
reputation-based partner choice might also be affected by
norms: the same helpful act may be seen as generous if the
norm is to help less, or stingy if the norm is to help more [81].
It might be advantageous to compare potential partners to the
norm to know whom to choose [114], or to compare oneself
to the norm and adjust one’s own cooperation up or down
accordingly [81,115].
Human infants are born into a world filled with social
norms. Throughout infancy, children learn how things are
done and not done. By the age of around 2 years, children
can follow adults’ requests and conform to others’ social
behaviours [116]. At around the age of 3 years, children can
infer norms by observing others acting in a certain way without needing adult directives. At the same time, they also start
enforcing norms on others [117]. By around 5 years of age,
children reach another milestone of normative development:
the spontaneous creation of their own rules [21]. Although
cultural norms vary widely in their content and implementation, children all over the world show similar abilities for
understanding, following and enforcing socially prescribed
behaviours [118]. The ways in which children create and
deal with norms suggests a growing understanding that
norms are mutual agreements which result in rights and obligations for each individual involved. Interestingly, children’s
concern about their own reputation (and attempts at actively
managing it) seems to trail their normative development
[31,119], i.e. children’s reputation management develops
after their ability to view norms as mutually agreed upon
standards for collaborative interactions.
If normative development encompasses the ability to
view norms as a set of standards for interactions, then it
can only originate in species where collaborative interactions
are initiated by joint agency. Given the lack of evidence for
shared agency and intentionality in chimpanzees, the existence of a social system based on collective norms and
influenced by reputation seems highly unlikely [120,121].
Also, given the sparse evidence for social norms in chimpanzees, it is unsurprising that there is little evidence for norms
in other species either. In both vervet monkeys and great tits,
there is evidence that migrating individuals may give up previously learned preferences and conform to local arbitrary
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human gaze direction around obstacles [97] and attributing
visual perspectives even to unseen competitors [98]. Most
recently, however, there is evidence that cleaner fish Labroides
dimidiatus females are able to choose foraging sites where
their male partners cannot observe them [99]. Altogether,
it appears that some other species may have some
perspective-taking abilities which can aid reputation-based
cooperation, but perhaps not to the same level as humans.

Although cognitive constraints may prevent many non-human
species from displaying complex forms of reputation-based
cooperation [124], they may have simpler forms that are less
cognitively demanding. In social species, individuals often
interact in communication networks, where bystanders
may eavesdrop on interactions to extract valuable information
[125]. Therefore, acting in a communication network has
three potential pay-off consequences: the pay-off obtained
from the current interaction, the effect of one’s own action on
the partner’s future behaviour towards self and the effect of
one’s own action on the future behaviour of any bystander
that learns about the action. Interactions in a communication
network, therefore, allow individuals to identify potentially
cooperative or aggressive individuals in their social environment and to adjust their behaviour appropriately. Moreover,
the possibility for bystander responsiveness might incentivize
individuals to adjust their current behaviour when they are
observed, a phenomenon known as ‘audience effects’ [126].
This concept shares features with reputation management
in humans.
While eavesdropping and audience effects are widespread
among vertebrates and have even been documented in invertebrates, convincing evidence exists primarily in competitive
contexts [125]. By contrast, in species other than our own,
there is a paucity of evidence demonstrating that individuals
show a concern for gaining a prosocial reputation. Various
arguments can be made why signals are likely to be honest
in a competitive context [127,128] but less reliable in a cooperative context [81,129–131]. In a competitive context, individual
aggressiveness is likely to be correlated with strength, which is
based on metastable features like size, muscle mass, agility
and experience. Therefore, signals of formability are difficult
to fake and more likely to be honest. The honesty of such signals can change the benefits associated with paying attention
to them: eavesdropping in order to gain information on a
potential partner’s formidability is potentially self-serving.
In return, strong individuals may benefit from signalling
their strength to eavesdropping bystanders, for example, by
displaying after a victorious fight, or attacking those lower in
the hierarchy after a defeat [132] in order to reduce the likelihood of being the target of future challenges. Strong
individuals may even pick a fight that yields a short-term
negative pay-off to reduce the likelihood of being challenged
by bystanders in the future [128].
Nevertheless, there are a handful of examples from nonhuman species that are suggestive of reputation-based
cooperation. In various species, individuals may temporarily
act as a watchman by looking out for predators while the rest
of the group forages. While such behaviour has been interpreted as immediately self-serving as it is mostly done by
satiated individuals [133], experiments involving dwarf mongooses have shown that playbacks of an individual’s
watchman calls increases the amount of grooming this

5. Discussion
We have presented four basic psychological building blocks that
we consider important facilitators for complex reputation-based
cooperation: working memory, delay of gratification, theory of
mind and social norms. Working memory allows for parallel
processing of diverse information, to properly assess others’
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individual receives later in the day [134]. In vervet monkeys,
males and females that contribute during territorial disputes
receive more grooming by other group members [135]. In
Arabian babblers and Siberian jays, males act more aggressively towards predators in the presence of females, which
is suggestive of males displaying in the context of female
mate choice [136,137]. In all these cases, there is no specific
recipient of the initial helpful act, meaning that the source
of eventual return benefits is uncertain.
Perhaps, the best studied case is the marine cleaning
mutualism involving the cleaner wrasse Labroides dimidiatus
and its ‘client’ fish. Cleaners remove ectoparasites from clients, which benefits both partners [138]. However, cleaners
prefer to eat client mucus [139], which is detrimental to
client health and hence constitutes cheating. As cleaners
have about 2000 interactions per day [140], ongoing interactions often take place in the presence of other clients.
These bystanders observe the ongoing interaction and invite
for inspection if the cleaner behaves cooperatively—but
leave if they witness a conflict between cleaner and current
client [141], and may swim to another cleaner instead. As a
consequence of this client decision rule, cleaners are more
cooperative in the presence of bystanders [142,143]. Moreover, cleaners stop adjusting service quality if bystanders
stop exerting such partner choice [144,145].
Some features of the cleaner–client interaction structure
might facilitate reputation-based cooperation. First, memory
requirements are minimal: bystanders need only consider
the currently observed interaction to make an immediate
decision whether to invite or to avoid inspection. Second,
the bystander’s decision is self-serving as there is shortterm autocorrelation of cleaner service quality; and the clients
get immediate feedback on their decisions, which facilitates
learning [146]. Cleaners who feed against preference must
delay immediate gratification, but the positive or negative
feedback of this decision (clients inviting for inspection or
swimming away) is almost immediate, which also facilitates
learning. Thus, basic reinforcement learning might suffice
to achieve reputation-based cooperation in this system.
One obvious distinction between reputation-based
cooperation in humans and other animals is that humans use
language (see other contributions to this theme issue).
Language allows people to flexibly exchange information
about other individuals [69]—and can potentially also increase
the amount of information that can be exchanged. Language
can also help humans to represent (and hence encode) and
recall social norms and might also be a prerequisite for expressing more complex aspects of social cognition that are likely to
be involved in managing and evaluating reputations. Despite
its probable importance, we do not discuss language in this
review, because it acts more as a multiplier on other cognitive
mechanisms, and we instead focus on other proximate cognitive mechanisms that form the basic building blocks of
reputation-based cooperation in humans.

royalsocietypublishing.org/journal/rstb

preferences [122,123]. If such conformity did represent normfollowing, then these species might theoretically be capable of
cooperative systems based on social norms. Without such
norm-following, the evolution of reputation-based cooperation
is less likely or less efficient.
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